8 Ph Figure 1 shows a short section of the lowest-energy CCDTL structure that starts at 7 MeV. A transverse focusing period consists of pairs of individual two-drift-tube CCDTL accelerating cavities separated by a drift space of length 3pU2 between cavities. Electromagnetic quadrupole (EMQ) singlets and diagnostic elements occupy this drift space. The magnets are as far downstream as possible in the 3pU2 space to maximize room for diagnostic elements, isolation valves, or other items. The overall length of a two-drift-tube CCDTL accelerating cavity is 5pU2. A focusing period includes two cavities and two 3pU2 drift spaces. Thus, a FODO lattice has a period of 8ph at 700 MHz.
Shunt impedance considlerations dictate the energy for changing the rf structure. At about 16 MeV, we change to
The RFQ/CCL>TL/CCL Design Our design uses room-temperature copper accelerating structures. The accelerator coinsists of a 350-MHz, 7-MeV radio-frequency quadrupole (RFQ)' followed by a 700-MHz CCDTL' and coupled-cavity linac (CCL). We do not discuss details of the RFQ design in this paper. For information about *Work supported by the US Department of Energy.
pairs of one-drift-tube CCDTL cavities as shown in Fig. 2 . In this section, the drift space between pairs of cavities is ph in length. The focusing period length is also 8ph (at 700 MHz) and the lattice remains FODO. At about 100 MeV, the two CCDTL cavities are replaced with groups of seven CCL cavities with a drift space of length pU2 as shown in Fig. 3 . Most of these drift spaces contain only a quadrupole magnet. Some spaces will also include diagnostic elements requiring 0-7803-3053-6/96/$5 .OO '1996 IEEE free of any halo. The pole-tip inner radius of the quadrupole magnets at 7 MeV is 0.8 cm. The magnets fit over the copper bore tube, which is part of the brazed structure. The pole-tip fields are below 12 kG. Magnets with GI > 3 T fill only half the 3pU2 space between cavities at 7 MeV. As the beam gains energy, two effects ease fitting magnets into the available space: the space gets longer as p, and the required GI product decreases as Up. By using longer magnets, we can allow the bore radius to increase. A large radius is desirable from the point of view of reducing potential radioactivation of the structure, but it also spoils the shunt impedance. This is especially true at low P where drift tubes shield the beam from decelerating fields. Too large a bore in this part of the linac can dramatically reduce the transit-time factor. Thus, every few MeV we step the radius by 0.25 cm, eventually reaching the maximum radius of 2.5 cm at about 100 MeV. The bore radius remains at 2.5 cm to the end of the linac.
At each step in bore radius, the structure efficiency decreases, but then it recovers as the cell lengths increase in a section of fixed bore radius. Each EMQ design spans a pair of adjacent sections with different bore radii. For example, we use a common magnet with inner radius 1.75 cm in the sections with 1.25-cm and 1.50-cm radial aperture.
Beam-Dynamics Simulations
We are evaluating the beam-dynamics performance of the new design using a modified PARMILA code4 that generates cell geometries for graded-P DTL, CCDTL, and CCL structures. The rf modules each contain up to 300 total cavities, including the coupling cells. Wiith 300 or fewer cavities and 5 to 6% coupling between cavities, the mode density near the 7d2 operating mode remains low enough for easy tuning of the structures. A module is driven by multiple klystrons such that the machine can operate at the design field level with one fewer than the full compliment of klystrons. Conservatively estimating the "real-estate" effective shunt impedance at 25 MRIm, the structure power is 40 kW1m. For an average energy gain of 1.0 MeVIm, the total power is 140 kWlm for a 100-mA unfunneled system. A typical module uses seven 1-M W klystrons driving about 37 m of structure. The first few rf modules use fewer klystrons because a seven-klystron unit would contain more than 300 cavities. In the unfunneled system, some rf irises are blanked off. A 200-mA funneled system has ten 1-MW klystrons driving the same 37-m-long structure. When a klystron fails, a waveguide switch at the appropriate distance from the now unused drive iris prevents loss of rf power from the accelerator into the unused drive line. The machine can continue to operate while the klystron is repaired or replaced. We have experimentally verified the waveguide-switch technique in a low-power cavity. We are also planning for a high-power test.
The modular design giver; flexibility in the choice of energy for funneling, if needed. A single rf module contains several brazed sections joined1 by flanges. The size of the brazing furnace limits sections to about 2 m in length. An opportunity to break the system for a funnel exists at each flanged section, or roughly every 1 to 2 MeV. Since the field gradient ramps at the low-energy end of the linac, 2 meters corresponds to less than 2.0 ]MeV at first. The optimum energy for funneling appears to be near 20 MeV. Each leg of CCDTL between 7 and 20 MeV would require only three klystrons, including redundancy.
Space for Diagnostics
We provide space for diagnostics in two ways. First, the magnets are as far downstream as possible in the space between accelerating cavities. hi some parts of the linac, this by itself provides enough space for diagnostic elements. Second, we can provide additional space, if necessary, by eliminating a cavity at the end of a module. The missing cavity has no effect on the transverse focusing lattice. To mitigate the effect on the loingitudinal dynamics, we adjust the coupling between cells before and after the missing cavity for a higher end-cell fields to maintain a constant average field gradient. These adjustments eliminate discontinuities in the average "real-estate" longitudinal focusing strength.
Coupling-Cavity Orientation
The accelerator has two coupling-cavity orientations because some sections use half-integral lengths of ph between cavities instead of the more traditional nph spacing, where n is an integer. Figures 1 through 3 show both schemes. This flexibility offers two important advantages. First, it allows changes in the rf cavity type (needed for efficiency) without changing the focusing period. Second, it allows a large ratio of active to total accelerator length. We are testing a sideways mounted coupling cavity on a half-scale, 1400-MHz CCDTL low-power model.
Colnclusion
We have outlined a new design for a high-current CW proton linac that has significant mechanical, rf, and beamdynamics advantages over more conventional designs. The new design has no transitions in the focusing lattice after the 7-MeV RFQ. Magnets are not susceptible to drift-tube vibrations because they mount outside the rf structure where they remain accessible and serviceable. Furnace-brazed accelerator modules eliminate the rf and vacuum joints needed in a DTL providing higher reliability for a CW machine. Multiple-klystron rf modules increase reliability and availability. Work continues to refine the design.
